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In the standard cosmological model, magnetic fields and vorticity are generated during the ra-
diation era via second-order density perturbations. In order to clarify the complicated physics of
this second-order magnetogenesis, we use a covariant approach and present the electromagneto-
dynamical equations in the nonlinear regime. We use the tight-coupling approximation to analyze
Thomson and Coulomb scattering. At the zero-order limit of exact tight-coupling, we show that
the vorticity is zero and no magnetogenesis takes place at any nonlinear order. We show that
magnetogenesis also fails at all orders if either protons or electrons have the same velocity as the
radiation, and momentum transfer is neglected. Then we prove a key no-go result: at first-order in
the tight-coupling approximation, magnetic fields and vorticity still cannot be generated even via
nonlinear effects. The tight-coupling approximation must be broken at first order, for the generation
of vorticity and magnetic fields, and we derive a closed set of nonlinear evolution equations that
governs this generation. We estimate that the amplitude of the magnetic field at recombination on
the horizon scale is ∼ 10−27 G.
PACS numbers: 98.80.Cq
I. INTRODUCTION
The origin of cosmological magnetic fields is an impor-
tant problem in cosmology [1]. Many mechanisms for
primordial magnetogenesis (i.e., creation before struc-
ture formation) have been proposed. In order to gen-
erate fields on large scales, inflationary mechanisms are
the best candidates, but they require uncertain modifica-
tions to standard physics in order to break the conformal
invariance of Maxwell fields [2].
The generation of cosmological magnetic fields via
plasma interactions during the radiation era, originally
suggested by Harrison [3], is based on conventional
physics and does not require any new postulates. The
essential ingredients in this mechanism are nonzero vor-
ticity and Thomson scattering between photons and
charged particles. Because momentum transfer is more
effective between photons and electrons than between
photons and protons due to the mass difference, Thom-
son scattering induces differences in the velocity and the
distribution of protons and electrons. These differences
induce local electric currents and net charge density, and
the electric field in turn generates a magnetic field. This
process initiates after electron-positron annihilation and
ends when there are insufficient free electrons, i.e., it op-
erates over the temperature range Trec . T . me.
In the standard cosmological model, there is no vortic-
ity at first order, and the generalized Harrison mechanism
is much more complicated. We can follow the basic argu-
ment in a simple Newtonian formalism. The evolution of
the magnetic field is described by the induction equation,
~˙B = −~∇× ~E . (1)
Analysis of the momentum transfer in scattering leads to
the generalized Ohm’s law,
~E = η ~J + ~S , (2)
where η is the plasma resistivity and ~S is the contribu-
tion from Thomson scattering. Since η ≪ H−1, we can
neglect this term to obtain
~˙B = −~∇× ~S . (3)
As we will see below, ~S ∼ n~v, where n is the number den-
sity of charged particles and v is the velocity difference
between radiation and charged particles. Equation (3)
shows that there are two sources for magnetogenesis –
vorticity, curl~v, and the vector product of density gradi-
ent and velocity, ~∇n× ~v.
In the standard cosmology, where perturbations are
generated from inflation, there are no vector modes at
first-order, and therefore the vorticity vanishes at first
order. The density-velocity term is a product of first-
order scalar perturbations and therefore also vanishes at
first order. Thus in the standard model a perturbative
analysis of magnetogenesis during the radiation era must
start at second order. (Exceptions can arise if there are
sources of first-order vector perturbations, such as cos-
mic strings [4], or fine-tuned anisotropies in collisionless
neutrinos [5].)
Matarrese et al. [6] analysed how vorticity and mag-
netic fields can be generated from second order cosmo-
logical perturbations. Subsequent work has also used
second-order perturbations [7–11], but has neglected the
vorticity and metric vector perturbations, and focused
on the density-velocity terms, i.e., the product of first-
order scalar terms. (For other work on magnetogenesis
during the radiation era, see Refs. [12].) The different
approaches lead to estimates in the range [6, 7, 10, 11]:
B ∼ 10−24 − 10−27 G, (4)
2at recombination on 100 Mpc scales. This is a very weak
field, but it provides a seed which is amplified via the
dynamo mechanism. It is possible that the dynamo am-
plification can reach the current observed value of about
10−6G on galaxy scales [13].
The simplistic Newtonian description given above al-
lows us to identify the key physical effects, but the real
situation is much more complicated. The second-order
perturbative treatments are a necessary foundation for
computing the power spectrum of the magnetic field.
However, it is also useful to adopt a covariant approach
that directly generalises the Newtonian treatment to cos-
mology [14, 15]. This allows us to develop a direct
physical understanding of the magnetogenesis process,
and also to deal with the problem in the fully nonlin-
ear regime.
The greatest complexity arises from the dynamics of
momentum transfer via scattering. We use the tight cou-
pling approximation [16], which is based on the fact that
the scattering time τ is much less than the cosmic expan-
sion time H−1,
Hτ ≪ 1 , (5)
so that photons and charged particles are closely bound.
In the limit, i.e., at the zero-order of exact tight-coupling,
we have τ = 0 and v = 0, so that all particles share the
same velocity and behave as a single fluid, and no mag-
netogenesis takes place. Beyond the zero-order of tight
coupling, there is a nonzero τ and velocity difference v,
and the tight coupling approximation is an expansion in
Hτ . Note that the tight coupling approximation is in-
dependent of the cosmological perturbative approxima-
tion. Zero-order in tight coupling is not to be confused
with zero-order in cosmological perturbations; the cos-
mological variables can be at any nonlinear order, but no
magnetogenesis is possible.
First, we give a basic result: in the limit of exact
tight coupling, and neglecting anisotropic stresses, vor-
ticity vanishes and magnetic fields cannot be generated
at any nonlinear perturbative order. If the exact tight
coupling limit is partially relaxed by assuming that ei-
ther the protons or the electrons have the same veloc-
ity as the radiation, but neglecting momentum transfer,
then vorticity and magnetic fields still cannot be gener-
ated at any nonlinear order. Then we derive the evolu-
tion equation for magnetic fields and vorticity beyond the
zero-order of the tight coupling approximation. We show
that there is no magnetogenesis at the first order in the
tight-coupling approximation, and magnetogenesis takes
place at second order. While it has been suggested that
magnetogenesis is possible via the breaking of the tight
coupling limit [17], this is the first study giving explicitly
the condition for such a mechanism to work.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In the
next section we derive the nonlinear equations for mag-
netic fields and vorticity in a covariant formalism. In
section III, we show that vorticity cannot be generated
even through nonlinear effects in the tight coupling limit.
In section IV we consider the first and second order of
the tight coupling approximation. Finally we summarise
our work in section V.
II. COSMOLOGICAL
ELECTROMAGNETO-DYNAMICS
The Faraday tensor can be split into electric and mag-
netic fields as measured by a congruence of fundamental
observers ua (with uau
a = −1):
Fab = 2u[aEb] + εabcB
c , (6)
where Eau
a = Bau
a = 0. The spatial alternating tensor
is εabc = ηabcdu
d, where ηabcd is the spacetime alternating
tensor, using the convention η0123 = −√−g. The tensor
indices represent an arbitrary coordinate or tetrad frame;
at any event one can choose local inertial coordinates
such that ua = (1,~0), E0 = 0 = B0.
The induced metric in the observer’s comoving rest
space is
hab = gab + uaub , (7)
and it defines a covariant spatial derivative Da. Gener-
alizing the Newtonian case, we define kinematical quan-
tities of the ua congruence via its covariant derivative:
∇bua = 1
3
θhab + σab + εabcω
c − u˙aub . (8)
Here θ = ∇aua is the volume expansion rate, σab =
ha
chb
d∇(cud) is the shear, ωa = − 12εabc∇buc is the vor-
ticity, and u˙a = ub∇bua is the acceleration.
Since we are working mainly in the radiation era, it is
useful to choose ua as the radiation four-velocity in the
energy frame, i.e., with no energy flux:
ua = uaγ , q
a
γ := −T aγ bubγ − ργuaγ = 0 . (9)
The four-velocities of charged particles, I = p, e, are
uaI = γI (u
a + V aI ) , uaV
a
I = 0 , γI = (1− VIaV aI )−1/2 ,
(10)
where we also choose the energy frames, so that qaI :=
−T aIbubI − ρIuaI = 0.
The Maxwell equations ∇[aFbc] = 0 and ∇bF ab = ja
can be split in a 1+3-covariant way (relative to ua) as [14]
DaB
a = 2Eaω
a , (11)
DaE
a = −2Baωa + µ , (12)
B˙a = −2
3
θBa + (σab + εabcω
c)Bb
− curlEa − εabcu˙bEc , (13)
E˙a = −2
3
θEa + (σab + εabcω
c)Eb
+ curlBa + εabcu˙
bBc − Ja . (14)
3Here µ = −jaua is the charge density and Ja = habjb is
the current. For the radiation era plasma with T . me,
ja = jap + j
a
e , j
a
I = eInIu
a
I , (15)
µ = e(γpnp − γene) , (16)
Ja = e
(
γpnpV
a
p − γeneV ae
)
, (17)
where eI = ±e, and nI are the number densities. We can
write
nI = n(1 + ∆I) , (18)
where n is the density of charged particles in the tight
coupling limit.
The four-current satisfies local charge conservation,
∇aja = 0, which implies
µ˙+ θµ = −DaJa − u˙aJa . (19)
In order to close the Maxwell equations, we need to spec-
ify ja, and this is done via the equations of motion for
photons and charged particles.
In the Maxwell equations we use the covariant curl,
curlSa := εabcD
bSc , (20)
and the overdot is the covariant time derivative along the
radiation 4-velocity ua, projected into the rest-space:
S˙a := h
b
a u
c∇cSb . (21)
(This is more convenient than the usual definition, which
is not projected.) At any spacetime event one can
choose inertial coordinates so that Daf = (0, ~∇f)S˙a =
(0, ∂t~S), curlSa = (0, ~∇ × ~S). Two important identities
are [15]
Daf˙ = (Daf)
· − f˙ u˙a
+
(
1
3
θhab + σab − εabcωc
)
Dbf, (22)
curl Daf = −2f˙ωa . (23)
The vorticity propagation equation is independent of
the field equations, and is given covariantly by [15]
ω˙a = −2
3
θωa + σabω
b − 1
2
curl u˙a . (24)
The conservation law for the electromagnetic energy-
momentum tensor T abF = F
a
cF
bc − 14F cdFcdgab follows
from the Maxwell equations:
∇bT abF = −F abjb . (25)
Photons and charged particles obey the balance equa-
tions
∇bT abγ = Kaγ , ∇bT abI = KaI + eInIF abubI , (26)
where the Ka four-vectors are the rates of energy-
momentum density transfer to the species. By
Eqs. (15) and (25), the conservation of the total energy-
momentum, ∇b(T abγ +
∑
I T
ab
I + T
ab
F ) = 0, implies that
Kaγ +K
a
p +K
a
e = 0.
The photon energy and momentum balance equations
in the general nonlinear case are [15]
ρ˙γ +
4
3
ργθ = −σabπabγ + Uγ , (27)
4
3
ργ u˙
a +
1
3
Daργ = −Dbπabγ − u˙bπabγ +Maγ , (28)
where πabγ is the anisotropic stress, with π
ab
γ ua = 0 =
πabγ hab. Here Uγ = −uaKaγ and Maγ = habKbγ are
the rates of energy and momentum density transfer to
photons from Thomson scattering. From now on, we
take πabγ = 0; the role of photon anisotropic stress in
magnetogenesis has been investigated by Takahashi et
al. [8, 9, 11]. For electrons and protons, it is reasonable
to neglect pressure and anisotropic stresses. Then the
energy conservation equations are
ubI∇bρI + θIρI = UI , (29)
where ρI = mInI and UI = −uIaKaI is the rate of energy
density transfer due to Thomson and Coulomb scatter-
ing. The momentum balance equations are
ρIu
b
I∇buaI =MaI + eInIF abubI , (30)
where MaI = h
a
IbK
b
I is the rate of momentum density
transfer due to Thomson and Coulomb scattering.
As shown in Maartens et al. [15], the Thomson energy
transfer rates, Uγ and UI , start from O(V
2
I ) and O(V
3
I ),
respectively, while the Thomson momentum transfer
starts from linear order in VI . As we will explain later, all
O(V 2I ) terms, except those from Thomson scattering, can
be neglected in order to derive our evolution equation for
magnetic fields. Writing down the necessary terms ex-
plicitly, we have
Uγ =
∑
I
CγIV 2I +O(CγIV 3I ) , (31)
UI = O(CγIV 3I ) , (32)
Maγ = −
∑
I
CγI
(
ub − ubI
)
hab
=
∑
I
CγIV aI +O(CγIV 3I ) , (33)
MaI = −CγI
(
ubI − ub
)
haIb − CIJ
(
ubI − ubJ
)
haIb
= −CγI(V aI + V 2I ua)− CIJ(V aI − V aJ )
+O(CγIV 3I ) , (34)
where CγI , CIJ are the Thomson and Coulomb collision
coefficients. The energy and momentum balance equa-
4tions reduce to
ρ˙γ +
4
3
ργθ =
∑
I
CγIV 2I +O(CγIV 3I ) , (35)
n˙I + nI (θ +DaV
a
I + u˙aV
a
I ) + V
a
I DanI
= O(CγIV 3I ) +O(V 2I ) , (36)
4
3
ργ u˙
a +
1
3
Daργ =
∑
I
CγIV aI +O(CγIV 3I ) , (37)
mInI
(
u˙a + ub∇bV aI + V bI ∇bua
)
= eInI
(
Ea + F abV
b
I
)− CγIV aI − CIJ(V aI − V aJ )
+O(CγIV 3I ) . (38)
The vorticities of charged particles are related to the ra-
diation vorticity ωa at O(VI) by [15]
ωaI = ω
a − 1
2
curlV aI +
1
2
εabcu˙
bV cI + ωbV
b
I u
a. (39)
Taking the tight coupling limit in Eq. (36) we recover
number conservation,
n˙+ θn = 0 , (40)
and with Eq. (35), this leads to ua∇a[ln(n/ρ3/4γ )] = 0.
We define the entropy
sa := Da
[
ln
(
n
ρ
3/4
γ
)]
. (41)
Using the identity (22), we arrive at
s˙a +
1
3
θsa + (σba + εbacω
c)sb = 0 . (42)
In what follows we assume the adiabatic condition sa = 0,
i.e.,
Dan
n
=
3
4
Daργ
ργ
, (43)
which is consistent with Eq. (42).
III. TIGHT COUPLING LIMIT
In the exact tight coupling limit, the velocities of pho-
tons, protons and electrons are equal, V aI = 0, and the
momentum transfer terms vanish. Intuitively we expect
that vorticity and magnetic fields cannot be generated
from zero. In fact, we can prove a stronger result, that
vorticity is zero at all nonlinear orders. Equation (38)
reduces to mI u˙
a = eIE
a , which implies Ea = 0 = u˙a .
Then the photon momentum balance equation (37) re-
duces to Daργ = 0, and since ρ˙γ 6= 0 by Eq. (35), the
identity (23) implies
ωa = 0 . (44)
The induction equation (13) reduces to
B˙a = −2
3
θBa + σabB
b , (45)
so there is no source term and no magnetogenesis. Equa-
tions (44) and (45) hold in the fully nonlinear regime.
Next we consider what happens if exact tight coupling
is weakened by neglecting scattering terms, and neglect-
ing the velocity difference between protons and photons,
i.e., V ap = 0, but allowing V
a
e 6= 0. This is effectively the
assumption made in Ref. [6], and here we reconsider the
problem in the covariant formalism. The proton equation
of motion (38) becomes mpu˙
a = eEa, and taking the curl
gives
curl u˙a =
e
mp
curlEa . (46)
The curl of the photon momentum equation (37), using
the photon energy equation (35) and the identity (23),
gives
curl u˙a = −2
3
θωa . (47)
Using these equations, the induction equation (13) and
the vorticity propagation equation (24) become
B˙a = −2
3
θBa + (σab + εabcω
c)Bb +
2mp
3e
θ ωa , (48)
ω˙a = −1
3
θωa + σabω
b . (49)
Thus vorticity and the magnetic field are conserved and
no magnetogenesis is possible. This gives our first no-go
result:
If (i) the scattering terms are neglected and the proton-
photon velocity difference is neglected, (ii) anisotropic
stress is neglected, (iii) the initial magnetic field and vor-
ticity are zero, and (iv) the energy-momentum conserva-
tion equations hold, then vorticity and magnetic fields
cannot be generated, at any perturbative order.
The same result holds if we assume the electron veloc-
ity equals the radiation velocity but instead V ap 6= 0. It
is not clear how the results in Ref. [6] relate to our no-go
result.
IV. TIGHT COUPLING APPROXIMATION
Nonlinear magnetogenesis is ruled out in the tight cou-
pling limit of zero collision time, τ = 0. Beyond the
zero-order of tight coupling, there is a nonzero τ and a
nonzero velocity difference v, which is governed by the
momentum balance equations (37) and (38). Schemati-
cally, these are of the form
v˙ =
v
τ
+A , (50)
5where A represents terms other than scattering terms.
Since v˙ ∼ Hv, we have v˙ ≪ v/τ . We expand in terms of
the tight coupling parameter τH :
v = v(1) + v(2) + · · · , A = A(0) +A(1) + · · · , (51)
and we use TCA(n) to denote n-th order in the tight
coupling approximation. Then
TCA(1): 0 =
v(1)
τ
+A(0) , (52)
TCA(2): v˙(1) =
v(2)
τ
+A(1) . (53)
The TCA is complicated by the presence of Coulomb
scattering, so that strictly we need to perform TCA ex-
pansions in both Thomson and Coulomb small parame-
ters. However, as we will argue, it is reasonable to neglect
the Coulomb collision time, i.e., to assume tight coupling
of protons and electrons.
The collision coefficients in Eqs. (37) and (38) are
Cγe = 4
3
σT ργne , (54)
Cγp = β2np
ne
Cγe , (55)
Cpe = e2nenpη , (56)
where σT is the Thomson cross-section and
β :=
me
mp
. (57)
Here η is the resistivity of the cosmic plasma,
η =
4πe2
me
(me
T
)3/2
ln Λ ∼ 10−13
(
T
eV
)
−3/2
s, (58)
where lnΛ is the Coulomb logarithm, Λ ∼ T 3/2e−3n−1/2
and n ∼ 10−10T 3. The C’s define key timescales, together
with the Hubble timescale:
τγe :=
mene
Cγe ∼ 10
5
(
T
eV
)
−4
s, (59)
τγp :=
mpnp
Cγp = β
−3τγe ∼ 1015
(
T
eV
)
−4
s, (60)
τep :=
mene
Cpe ∼ 10
−4
(
T
eV
)
−3/2
s, (61)
H−1 ∼ 1012
(
T
eV
)
−2
s. (62)
Thus
Hτγp ∼ 103
(
T
eV
)
−2
, (63)
Hτγe ∼ 10−7
(
T
eV
)
−2
, (64)
Hτep ∼ 10−16
(
T
eV
)1/2
. (65)
As one can see, Thomson scattering between photons and
electrons and Coulomb scattering between protons and
electrons are very effective on cosmological timescales,
so that they are tightly coupled before recombination.
Although Thomson scattering between photons and pro-
tons is less effective at low temperatures, protons also
closely follow photons through their Coulomb coupling
to electrons.
From Eqs. (64) and (65), we see that,
τγe
τep
∼ 109
(
T
eV
)
−5/2
. (66)
Therefore, at lower temperatures, T . 1 keV, Coulomb
scattering is more effective than Thomson scattering, so
that protons and electrons are more tightly coupled than
photons and charged particles are. This suggests that we
can safely neglect Coulomb scattering, i.e., take τep =
0 = V ap − V ae = ∆p −∆e. We define the centre of mass
velocity V a and number density deviation ∆:
(mpnp +mene)V
a = mpnpV
a
p +meneV
a
e , (67)
(mp +me)∆ = mp∆p +me∆e . (68)
Then the peculiar velocities decompose as
V aI = V
a + vaI ≈ V a , (69)
where vaI are the deviations of proton and electron ve-
locity from their centre of mass velocity, with mpnpv
a
p +
menev
a
e = 0. The number density deviations decompose
as
∆I = ∆+ δI ≈ ∆ , (70)
where δI are the deviations of proton and electron num-
ber density from their centre of mass density, with
mpδp +meδe = 0. The approximations in Eqs. (69) and
(70) are based on neglecting terms of order τep:
Hτγe ∼ |∆| ∼ |V a| ≫ Hτep ∼ |δI | ∼ |vaI | . (71)
In fact, protons and electrons are coupled not only by
Coulomb scattering but also by the electric field, so that
|δI |, |vaI | are further suppressed by a factor [18],
Hη ∼ 10−27
(
T
eV
)1/2
. (72)
Thus we can safely apply the approximation at any tem-
peratures we consider here, me & T & Trec, and we can
solve equations perturbatively with respect to the small
parameter Hτγe.
In Eqs. (36)–(38), we can set V aI = V
a. We can see
from Eqs. (52) and (53) that, upto TCA(2) we consider
here, O(CγIV 3I ) and O(V 2I ) terms can be neglected and
the momentum equations become,
4
3
ργ u˙
a +
1
3
Daργ =
(β3mpnp +mene)
τ
V a , (73)
mI
(
u˙a + ub∇bV a + V b∇bua
)
= eI
(
Ea + F abV
b
)− mI
τI
V a , (74)
6where we have defined
τ := τγe , τI := τγI = (β
−3τ, τ) . (75)
On the other hand, as we will see in section IVB, we
need only TCA(1) for the charged particle conservation
equation (36) to derive the evolution equation:
∆˙ + DaV
a + u˙aV
a + V a
Dan
n
= 0 . (76)
A. First order – TCA(1)
At first-order TCA, we follow Eq. (52) and keep only
the first-order V a and the zero-order of other terms.
By summing the photon and charged particle equa-
tions (73) and (74), we obtain
u˙a = − 1
4ργ(1 +R)
Daργ , (77)
where
R :=
3ρb
4ργ
, ρb := (mp +me)n . (78)
The charged particle equations (74) imply
0 = (1 + β)
e
me
Ea +
(1− β3)
τ
V a(1) . (79)
The photon and charged particle equations (73) and (74)
also lead to
0 =
1
4ργ
Daργ −
(
1 + β2
1 + β
)
β(1 +R)
τ
V a(1) . (80)
It follows that
Ea = −me
e
(1 − β3)
(1 + β)
1
τ
V a(1)
= −mp
e
(1− β3)
(1 + β2)
1
4ργ(1 +R)
Daργ . (81)
Using Eqs. (77) and (81) in the induction equation (13),
we find the evolution equation for the magnetic field at
TCA(1):
B˙a = −2
3
θBa + (σab + εabcω
c)Bb
−
[
mp
e
(1− β3)
(1 + β2)
ρ˙γ
2ργ(1 +R)
]
ωa , (82)
where we used the adiabatic condition (43). The mag-
netic field is sourced by the vorticity of photons. How-
ever, from Eqs. (43) and (77), we see that curl u˙a =
[ρ˙γ/2ργ(1 + R)]ω
a, and the vorticity propagation equa-
tion (24) becomes
ω˙a =
[
1 + 2R
4(1 +R)
ρ˙γ
ργ
]
ωa + σabω
b . (83)
This shows that there is no source term for the vorticity,
and we have our second no-go result:
No generation of vorticity or magnetic fields is possible
at first order in the tight coupling approximation.
Note that at TCA(1), terms of the form ~∇n×~v do not
arise. These terms come in at TCA(2). Magnetogene-
sis via the ~∇ × ~v vorticity term is not possible without
breaking the tight coupling approximation at first order;
it is not clear how the results of Ref. [6] conform to this
no-go result.
B. Second order – TCA(2)
Now we proceed to the second-order TCA version of
the nonlinear evolution equations for the magnetic field
and vorticity.
The charged particle equations (74) imply
Ea + F abV
b = −me
e
(1− β3)
(1 + β)
1
τ
V a . (84)
Substituting into the induction equation (13), we have
B˙a = −2
3
θBa + (σab + εabcω
c)Bb
+
me
e
(1− β3)
(1 + β)
1
τ
[
curlV a − 3
4
εabcVb
Dcργ
ργ
]
,(85)
where F abV
b in Eq. (84) was dropped because it is always
negligible compared to B˙a.
We need to solve for V a at TCA(2). The photon and
charged particle equations (73) and (74) give
ub∇bV a + V b∇bua − 1
4
Daργ
ργ
= −β(1 + β
2)
(1 + β)
(1 +R+ R∆)
τ
V a . (86)
This can be split into TCA(1) and TCA(2) equations:
−1
4
Daργ
ργ
= −β(1 + β
2)
(1 + β)
(1 +R)
τ
V a(1) , (87)
ub∇bV a(1) + V b(1)∇bua
= −β(1 + β
2)
(1 + β)
1
τ
[
(1 +R)V a(2) +R∆(1)V
a
(1)
]
, (88)
where the first equation is equivalent to Eq. (80). We
can solve these equations for V a:
V a(1) =
1
4(1 +R)
(1 + β)
β(1 + β2)
τ
Daργ
ργ
, (89)
V a(2) = −
R
4(1 +R)2
(1 + β)
β(1 + β2)
τ∆(1)
Daργ
ργ
− 1
(1 +R)
(1 + β)
β(1 + β2)
τ
[
ub∇bV a(1) + V b(1)∇bua
]
.(90)
7The last term on the right of Eq. (90) is determined in
terms of Daργ from Eq. (89), and the vorticity occurs
explicitly since V b(1)∇bua ∝ Dbργ [ 13θhab + σab + εabcωc].
Now we can compute the crucial term in Eq. (85):
curlV a − 3
4
εabcVb
Dcργ
ργ
= − 1
2(1 +R)
(1 + β)
β(1 + β2)
τ
ρ˙γ
ργ
ωa
− R
4(1 +R)2
(1 + β)
β(1 + β2)
τεabcDb∆(1)
Dcργ
ργ
. (91)
Finally the evolution equation (85) for the magnetic
field can be written, up to TCA(2), as
B˙a = −2
3
θBa + σabB
b
−
[
mp
e
R
4(1 +R)2
(1 − β3)
(1 + β2)
]
εabcDb∆(1)
Dcργ
ργ
−
[
mp
e
1
2(1 +R)
(1− β3)
(1 + β2)
ρ˙γ
ργ
]
ωa . (92)
The vorticity evolution equation (24) can be rewritten,
using Eqs. (73), (89) and (90), as
ω˙a =
[
(1 + 2R)
4(1 +R)
ρ˙γ
ργ
]
ωa + σabω
b
−
[
R
8(1 +R)2
]
εabcDb∆(1)
Dcργ
ργ
. (93)
The evolution of the baryonic number density deviation
is governed by Eq. (76), which becomes, up to TCA(1),
∆˙(1) = −
3
4
V a(1)
Daργ
ργ
−DaV a(1) − u˙aV a(1), (94)
where V a(1) is given by Eq. (89).
Equations (92), (93) and (94), for given Daργ/ργ , form
a complete set of equations which describe the evolution
of ∆(1), B
a and ωa. We can see that both magnetic field
and vorticity are generated at the second order in the tight
coupling approximation.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper we have derived the evolution equations
for cosmological magnetic fields and vorticity using the
1+3-covariant formalism. The covariant approach al-
lows us to construct a set of equations describing the
fully nonlinear evolution of cosmic inhomogeneities. We
have performed a tight coupling expansion for Thomson
and Coulomb interactions to make the key physical pro-
cesses transparent. It should be enphasized that we have
not expanded inhomogeneous quantities with respect to
cosmological perturbations, and therefore our results are
valid at any order in cosmological perturbations. Thus,
the present analysis is complementary to previous studies
based on cosmological perturbation theory.
Our first no-go result is that magnetic fields and vor-
ticity cannot be generated in the tight coupling limit or
its weak extension without anisotropic stresses. Then
we have considered leading and next-to-leading order ef-
fects in the tight coupling approximation. We have found
that magnetic fields and vorticity are not generated at
first order in the tight coupling approximation [TCA(1)].
The second order tight coupling approximation [TCA(2)]
is necessary for generating both of them, and we have
derived a closed set of nonlinear evolution equations at
TCA(2). It is worth noting that we have not invoked the
Einstein equations, so that our result does not rely on
any specific theory of gravity.
The magnitude of the generated magnetic field can be
roughly estimated as follows. From Eqs. (89) and (94),
we have ∆(1) ∼ (τk2δ)/(βHa2) where δ ∼ 10−5 is the
density perturbation, k is the wave number and a is the
scale factor. Using Eqs. (92) and (93), we see that the
contributions to Ba from the vorticity term and the gra-
dient term are of the same order of magnitude, and we
obtain
〈|B|〉 ∼
√
BaBa ∼ mpRτ
eβH2
(
k
a
)4
δ2 ∼ 10−27G, (95)
where we evaluated the amplitude at the horizon scale
at recombination, H ∼ k ∼ 1/(100Mpc) and a ∼ 10−3.
This is in the range of previous estimates [6, 7, 10, 11],
as in Eq. (4).
The anisotropic stress of photons is neglected in the
present analysis. However, as reported by Ichiki et al. [9,
11], this is important for magnetogenesis on small scales
(. 1 Mpc) and in the earlier universe. It is expected that
the anisotropic stress is important also for the generation
of vorticity on the same scales and in the same era. We
will discuss the effect of the anisotropic stresses in future
work.
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